SECRET

ACTION DEPT(591) INFO VIENNA SIX TELAVIV FOUR FROM BAIRES OCTOBER 27, 4 PM
DEPT FOR KRATZER USAEC FROM ROGERS

ON OCTOBER 26 AEC REP HAD FURTHER DISCUSSION ADMIRAL QUIHILLALT, CHEA,
ON SAFEGUARDS FOR URANIUM PROVIDED TO ISRAEL BY GOA. COPY AIDE-MEMOIRE
AND TECHNICAL NOTE PROVIDED FONOFF LEFT WITH QUIHILLALT. QUIHILLALT
CFN 591 27 4 CA-3932 555 4 2 578 5 3 26

PAGE TWO RUESBA 316 SECRET
WAS MORE RECEPTIVE TO U.S. POSITION IN MATTER THAN IN PREVIOUS
DISCUSSION OCTOBER 16. INDICATED MUST DISCUSS MATTER WITH FONOFF
PRIOR TO MAKING ANY DEFINITIVE STATEMENT.

IN RESPONSE TO INQUIRY FROM QUIHILLALT AS TO WHETHER GOVT. ISRAEL BEING
SENT NOTE BY U.S. ON MATTER AEC REP INDICATED TO HIS KNOWLEDGE MATTER
BEING HANDLED ONLY WITH GOA AT THIS TIME. QUIHILLALT APPEARED PREFER
MATTER CONTINUE BE HANDLED THIS MANNER. GP-1. MARTIN

BT

CFN 16 GP-1
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REPRODUCTION FROM THIS COPY IS
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